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PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN
ISLANDS ARE IN CRISIS
(Mr. SOTO asked and was given permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. SOTO. Mr. Speaker, first, to the
President: Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands are in crisis. People are dying,
and the time for action is now.
Send our ships. Send our planes. Send
our soldiers and our personnel over. We
need water and food and medicine.
These are Americans, and we can’t
turn our backs on them.
To Mr. Speaker: We need a FEMA
supplemental package without delay,
and include not only Texas and Florida, but the Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico with the same funding per capita
as the States. They need resources just
like our great State of Florida.
To the Governors in many States
from whom folks from Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands will seek refuge in
the meantime: Be prepared—your
schools, your hospitals, shelters. Families in these areas, open your homes to
our friends and to your neighbors.
The United States Government must
act with urgency beginning today.
f

PRESIDENT TAKES NEW
DIRECTION
(Mr. SMITH of Texas asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
the President is doing what he was
elected to do—call it shaking up the
system, putting the brakes on the bureaucracy, or creative deconstruction.
Our country simply cannot continue
on the same course: where the government increases the debt by hundreds of
billions of dollars every year; where
hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants cross our border annually, insulting those who play by the rules and
wait their turn in line; where political
correctness limits freedom of speech,
especially for conservatives.
The liberal media is trying to shut
down this Presidency because they oppose everything President Trump is
trying to do. Mr. Speaker, in this great
conflict, the American people and our
democracy could be the casualties.
f

OPPOSE GRAHAM-CASSIDY
(Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas asked
and was given permission to address
the House for 1 minute and to revise
and extend his remarks.)
Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Mr.
Speaker, I rise in support of the millions of Americans whose health coverage is once again being threatened by
efforts to repeal the Affordable Care
Act.
The American people have spoken.
They do not want repeal. They certainly do not want the ACA replaced
by Graham-Cassidy, the latest, cruelest
version of TrumpCare.
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Nearly every health organization in
America, from the insurance providers
to doctors, to hospitals, to patient advocacy groups, oppose Graham-Cassidy
because it will result in skyrocketing
premiums and copays and loss of coverage for millions of Americans, particularly older Americans who need the
care most.
It is time to abandon the rhetoric of
repeal and replace and to work together to stabilize our healthcare markets. Senators MURRAY and ALEXANDER
were working together on a bipartisan
bill to fix the ACA before the Republican majority abandoned their efforts
for Graham-Cassidy.
Mr. Speaker, I hope we return to bipartisan efforts as soon as possible to
stabilize markets and improve access
to healthcare for all Americans.
f

PREPARE FOR FUTURE NATURAL
DISASTERS
(Mr. BILIRAKIS asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to thank the first responders and
utility workers, the linemen who have
been vital in helping prepare for and
recover from Hurricanes Harvey, Irma,
and Maria.
The road to full recovery will be a
long one for many of us, our neighbors
as well, who experienced catastrophic
losses, and we must continue to support those in need.
I encourage my constituents to visit
my Facebook page to learn more about
FEMA resources. I also believe now is
the time to encourage all Americans to
be properly prepared for future natural
disasters.
I have introduced the SHELTER Act,
which would provide individuals and
businesses with a tax credit for 25 percent of qualified hurricane and tornado
mitigation property expenditures. It is
$5,000 a year. So again, this tax credit,
this bill will incentivize Americans to
take action now in preparation for future disasters.
Mr. Speaker, I urge passage.
f

HELP THE DREAMERS
(Mr. AGUILAR asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute.)
Mr. AGUILAR. Mr. Speaker, last
week, when I was home in my district,
I hosted an event called DREAMers Demand Answers. It was an opportunity
for DREAMers in my community to
come and have a conversation with me
in the wake of the President’s decision
to rescind DACA, to let me know what
questions and concerns they had so
that I could come back here and pass
those concerns along to my colleagues
here in Congress.
Of all the questions, one really stood
out to me: Can you help us? I was especially struck by this question because
the answer is yes. Yes, I can help them;
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and, yes, we in this body can help
them.
By passing the bipartisan Dream Act,
we can help these young people. We
help them stay in their homes. We can
help them keep their jobs. We can help
them keep their families together. This
is not a hard question to answer.
These are young people who grew up
here that are as American as any one
of us in this room, and they aren’t asking for much. Mr. Speaker, I am on the
floor today to ask my colleagues on the
other side: Please help them. Join me
in supporting the bipartisan Dream
Act.
f

b 1215
HIGHLIGHTING EFFECTIVE
FOREST MANAGEMENT
(Mr. GIANFORTE asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. GIANFORTE. Mr. Speaker, imagine if the entire State of Delaware
burned. That is the scope of what has
burned in Montana this year—1.25 million acres of our beautiful State.
I have been on the ground at five
fires this summer and I have seen firsthand the result of failing to manage
our forests—over 1 million acres have
burned, livelihoods threatened, wildlife
habitats destroyed, and dangerous air
quality in our communities.
I have also seen effective forest management. Last week, I went into the
field with BLM officials to see a forest
they manage. When BLM treated a forest, an approaching fire dropped into
the underbrush and was quickly extinguished. All trees in the treated forest
lived, but trees in the untreated forest
died and it won’t recover in our lifetime.
We need to be proactive and start
managing our forests again. Well-managed forests are healthier forests with
more wildlife, more hunting, more
good-paying jobs for Montanans, and,
importantly, our wildfires are less severe.
On the heels of the catastrophic fires
this summer, now is the time to enact
real reform and start managing our
forests again.
f

PUERTO RICO RELIEF
(Mrs. DAVIS of California asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute.)
Mrs. DAVIS of California. Mr. Speaker, I received a heartfelt letter from a
constituent expressing her frustration
with the dire crisis in Puerto Rico. She
described the panic of not being able to
reach her family on the island. She
said: ‘‘It is becoming an island of chaos
and sadness. I am helpless here in
Chula Vista. I cannot contact my family. We need Congress to send more relief. We Puerto Ricans are American
citizens, whether people remember it
or not.’’
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As we speak, Puerto Rico remains
without power, communication lines
are down, and a major dam could burst.
We are proud of how Americans came
together for Texas and Florida. Let’s
not abandon Puerto Rico. We must act
now. We are seeing a major humanitarian crisis unfold on U.S. soil.
Mr. Speaker, is there any reason why
U.S. citizens are being ignored in these
times of desperate need?
We must help Puerto Rico now.
f

THE GREAT LAKES RESTORATION
INITIATIVE
(Mr. MOOLENAAR asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. MOOLENAAR. Mr. Speaker, I
come to the floor today to thank all of
the Members who voted to support the
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative.
In the appropriations legislation the
House passed 2 weeks ago, we included
$300 million in the fiscal year 2018
budget for protecting our Great Lakes.
The Great Lakes are a critical resource and an essential part of Michigan’s outdoor heritage. They are enjoyed by millions of Americans from
across the country, and they are a
unique ecosystem with one-fifth of the
world’s freshwater. They are also a
major trade route and they form an
international border.
There is a Federal role for protecting
the Great Lakes, and by working with
public and private organizations like
Michigan’s universities and Ducks Unlimited, the GLRI does vital work to
protect the Great Lakes and the
streams, rivers, and wetlands that flow
into them.
Again, I want to thank all of my colleagues for their support of this critical program.
f

NATIONAL HISPANIC HERITAGE
MONTH
(Mr. NEWHOUSE asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. NEWHOUSE. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to recognize National Hispanic
Heritage Month. Each year, Americans
observe National Hispanic Heritage
Month from September 15 to October 15
to celebrate the contributions of Americans of Hispanic descent to our Nation’s diverse history and culture.
Our central Washington communities
are blessed to include a growing number of Hispanic Americans, and I have
witnessed firsthand the many ways
Hispanic Americans strengthen our
communities and our way of life. Hispanic Americans have greatly contributed to our country’s history. These
Americans have enhanced our economy
through entrepreneurship, and many
have served our Nation honorably in
the U.S. Armed Forces.
America is truly the world’s melting
pot where people of diverse back-
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grounds and cultures come together as
one people united by shared values. We
cherish our unity and diversity. In the
upcoming month, we will celebrate
Hispanic Americans’ patriotism and
the traditions they add to American
culture.
Mr. Speaker, please join me in honoring National Hispanic Heritage
Month.
f

CENTRAL ARKANSAS VETERANS
HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM
HELPS
HOUSTON
(Mr. HILL asked and was given permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HILL. Mr. Speaker, over the past
few weeks we have seen the unity,
courage, and kindness the American
people offered to those affected by the
destruction caused by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and now Maria.
Today I would like to take a minute
and acknowledge the Central Arkansas
Veterans Healthcare System in Little
Rock, where employees extended help
to assist with incoming calls from the
VA in Houston, Texas. All calls were
forwarded to Arkansas during the relief
efforts.
While the Little Rock VA usually
takes in 200 to 300 calls a day, in the
days following the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, our VA team in Little
Rock averaged 2,900 calls a day from
those seeking refuge and help. Employees worked 8-hour shifts to provide 24/
7 service.
I thank these Arkansans in the Central Arkansas VA for helping our
neighbors in Texas in their time of
need.
f

TAX REFORM
(Mr. LAHOOD asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. LAHOOD. Mr. Speaker, over the
past three decades, our Federal Tax
Code has ballooned to 74,000 pages filled
with loopholes for special interests.
Moreover, the Federal tax system has
become too complicated for hardworking taxpayers to navigate alone.
Since joining Congress, I have traveled all across my district meeting
with people and businesses who have
all made it clear that our current tax
system needs change. Small businesses
like Vaughan & Bushnell Manufacturing in Bushnell, Illinois, want a
simpler Tax Code that lowers rates and
closes loopholes so they can invest in
innovation, higher wages, and more
jobs.
Middle class families across Illinois
have told me how a simpler Tax Code
would mean more money in their pockets to save and spend. Earlier this year,
it was estimated that our House blueprint for tax reform would save the median Illinois family over $5,000 in taxes
every year. We can all agree that our
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system needs work, and this week we
will take the necessary first steps towards fixing it.
Mr. Speaker, I urge all of my colleagues to join in this effort to make
our system work for everyday Americans, not special interests.
f

COMMUNICATION FROM THE
CLERK OF THE HOUSE
The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following communication from the Clerk of the House of
Representatives:
OFFICE OF THE CLERK,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, DC, September 26, 2017.
Hon. PAUL D. RYAN,
The Speaker, House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: Pursuant to the permission granted in Clause 2(h) of Rule II of
the Rules of the U.S. House of Representatives, the Clerk received the following message from the Secretary of the Senate on
September 26, 2017, at 11:43 a.m.:
That the Senate passed with an amendment H.R. 2810.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely,
KAREN L. HAAS.
f

PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION
OF H.R. 2824, INCREASING OPPORTUNITY AND SUCCESS FOR CHILDREN AND PARENTS THROUGH
EVIDENCE-BASED
HOME
VISITING ACT; PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION OF H.R. 2792, CONTROL UNLAWFUL FUGITIVE FELONS ACT OF 2017; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES
Mr. BURGESS. Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I
call up House Resolution 533 and ask
for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:
H. RES. 533
Resolved, That at any time after adoption
of this resolution the Speaker may, pursuant
to clause 2(b) of rule XVIII, declare the
House resolved into the Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for
consideration of the bill (H.R. 2824) to amend
title V of the Social Security Act to extend
the Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood
Home Visiting Program. The first reading of
the bill shall be dispensed with. All points of
order against consideration of the bill are
waived. General debate shall be confined to
the bill and shall not exceed one hour equally divided and controlled by the chair and
ranking minority member of the Committee
on Ways and Means. After general debate the
bill shall be considered for amendment under
the five-minute rule. In lieu of the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Ways and
Means now printed in the bill, it shall be in
order to consider as an original bill for the
purpose of amendment under the five-minute
rule an amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the text of Rules Committee Print 115-33. That amendment in the
nature of a substitute shall be considered as
read. All points of order against that amendment in the nature of a substitute are
waived. No amendment to that amendment
in the nature of a substitute shall be in order
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